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Goodbye dear old friend 

I’m sorry it came to an end 

From every bad day 

To every good day 

Spent by your side  

Has been an amazing ride 

I know our friendship is done 

But I have cherished and loved all our fun 

We've fought together day and night 

Not knowing we’d have the biggest fight 

I know this is the end of the road 

But I loved every day we drove  

Goodbye dear old friend 

Why must it come to an end 

With you came my biggest fight of all 

Even if I’ve only known you since fall  

It all came to an end so soon 

If you're the sun, then I’m the moon 

Your amazing radiant lights 

Have guided me through the night 

From every hour of every day  

To every game we had to play   

I know I may seem mad 

But I rest in my hands always so sad 

After all our tiny fights 

We've solved them and had many happy nights 



It has come down to this giant fight 

I always look back, loving our memories every night 

At the beginning, our friendship strong as glue 

Could surpass any storm people threw 

But soon it would break apart 

Shattering my loving heart 

I see you day after day 

Causing me in a puddle of pain 

Growing up I’ve always been so tense and tough 

But thanks to you I have loosened up 

Shortly before winter break 

We had to take a miner break  

I got overwhelmed in that moment 

Screaming at you, what was said wasn’t meant 

You have made it very clear 

Our days of joy are ending near 

The friendship was built on pure love 

And for that I thank the lord above 

Everyone is asking if we are still friends 

And every time I die saying it’s at an end 

Our friendship wasn’t at all very long 

But even then everyone could see it was strong 

Our friendship was like a rose 

Losing a petal every time a fight rose 

Every second was priceless if it was with you 

And that is something I truly didn’t want to lose. 

Along with our friendship, my story's at an end 

Goodbye dear old friend 
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